Tribunal Processes – Northern Territory Civil and Administration Tribunal
Relevant Legislation: Mineral Titles Act 2010 (MTA) and Mineral Titles Regulations 2011 (MTR) and Northern Territory Civil and Administrative Tribunal Act 2014 (NTCAT).

A person permitted by the MTA may make an application to the tribunal
under the NTCAT

General applications r 116 MTR

Review of a ‘reviewable decision ‘ r 114 MTR
This relates to:

Other applications

 A refusal of a mineral title application ‐ s 70 MTA;
 A refusal of an application under Part 7 Division 1 for a
Transfer or devolution – s 126(4) MTA;
 A decision to convert a corresponding mineral title to
another type of title, but only in relation to the type of
title it is to be converted to – s 203(3)(c)(v) MTA; and
 A decision to convert a non‐compliant existing interest to
a mineral title, but only in relation to the type of title it is
to be converted to s 204(4)(d) MTA.

 Compensation agreement claim – s 110 MTA;
 Mediator appointment – s 110 MTA;
 Application for a decision if no agreement about
compensation – s 111 MTA; and
 Application for removal of caveat – s 133 MTA.

A person may apply for a decision about a dispute relating
to preliminary exploration, a mineral title, a title area, a
proposed title area or fossicking.
Dispute may relate to (but not limited to):
 The area, dimensions and boundaries of the land being
surveyed; and
 The entry onto land to conduct preliminary
exploration, fossicking, authorised activities under a
mineral title or to construct, maintain and use
infrastructure under an access authority.
For full details, refer to r 116 MTR

An application for any of the above is called an ‘ordinary application’ and
can be made by lodging a ‘Form 3 Ordinary application’ with the Tribunal.
This form may be obtained via the Department of the Attorney‐General and
Justice website.
The application must be accompanied by the prescribed fee. The schedule
of fees and rules are also available from the above website.

It is strongly recommended that all
parties consider mediation to resolve
the dispute prior to lodging an
application with tribunal.

The tribunal will make either a decision or recommendation,
depending on the nature of the referral.

Reviewable decision
The tribunal will make a
recommendation to the Minister. The
Minister is not required to follow the
recommendation.

For further information regarding NTCAT can be found at http://www.ntcat.nt.gov.au/index.shtml
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Other applications
The tribunal will make a decision that all
parties are bound by.

